
Money gift for the wedding
Instructions No. 2463

Difficulty: Beginner

Working time: 6 Hours

Most couples would like some money from their guests for their wedding. The money can simply be
placed in a card, or as in this tutorial it can be hung decoratively on a metal ring. The metal ring was
decorated with various dried flowers and the banknotes were folded into butterflies. In this way, you can
create a beautiful wedding gift in no time at all!

Decorative wedding money gift

https://www.vbs-hobby.com/en/newsletter/


Decorative wedding money gift
1. Fold several banknotes into butterflies using wire and beads. For a butterfly you need two different sized banknotes (e.g. 5
and 10 € note, or 10 and 20 € note). The butterfly consists of two individual parts that are later tied together with wire. 

The banknotes are folded as follows: 

Place a banknote across in front of you and fold it upwards once. 

Unfold it again and fold the corners inwards to the crease that has been created, so that there are two points on the sides. 

Now fold the banknote from bottom to top like an accordion. 

Now fold it once in the middle and put it aside. 

Proceed with the second banknote in the same way as just described. 

Once both notes are folded, place the smaller note down and the larger note up. Connect the notes in the middle with wire. 

For the butterfly's antennae, cut another piece of wire, attach it to the centre of the butterfly and glue beads to the ends. 

2. String the metal ring with wire in a criss-cross pattern. 

3. Tie various dried flowers to the edge of the metal ring. Take some wire for this as well to attach the flowers.

4. The butterflies are also attached to the metal ring and the wire mesh with wire. Double-sided tape can be used for extra
hold.

5. Finally, cut satin ribbons in different lengths and knot them at the bottom of the metal ring.

Must Have

Metal ring "Circle", White, Ø 30 cm

1,79 €
 Item

details
Quantity:

1

Add to shopping cart

https://www.vbs-hobby.com/en/metal-ring-circle-white-a324885/


Article information:

Article number Article name Qty

612142 Metal ring "Circle", WhiteØ 30 cm 1

13459 eucalyptus 1

13458 Pampas grass 1

14385 Broom Bloom 1

14090 Satin ribbon "Uni", 10 mmIvory 1

420037-01 Bouillon effect wireGold 1

643405-81 Glass wax beads, Ø 4 mm, 100 piecesWhite 1

644303-03 VBS Double page Adhesive tape3 mm 1
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